Portable, Affordable Home Entertainment

Prelude represents Roland's next generation of home-entertainment keyboards, featuring high-quality sounds and musical styles, built-in amplification, and an affordable price. Prelude is portable and packed with an impressive library of contemporary sounds and authentic ethnic styles.

Flagship Sounds

Don't let Prelude's affordability mislead you — it sounds like a keyboard costing twice the price. Prelude is equipped with hundreds of top-quality sounds derived from Roland's famous sound modules. It also features 128 polyphonic voices for smooth hundreds of top-quality sounds derived from Roland's famous sounds.

Play-Along Styles

Prelude is packed with a wide variety of contemporary sounds and intelligent backing styles, plus loadable banks of ethnic sounds and styles from around the world. Style Converter and Playlist Editor software is included so you can customize and arrange your songs via PC.

Fun, Friendly Features

Prelude's USB Memory Player allows direct playback of MP3, WAV, AIFF, and SMF files from a USB key. For karaoke fun, the Center Cancel transforms your favorite pre-recorded songs into "minus one" type sing-along tracks. For dazzling performance effects, wave your hand over Prelude's invisible D Beam to manipulate your sounds in unique and exciting ways.

AX-Synth

Step Into the Spotlight

It's time to escape the keyboard rig and rock the stage. The stylish AX-Synth represents Roland's new generation of remote keyboards, but for the first time, this one has a sound generator onboard. It's self-contained and equipped with powerful, solo-oriented sounds from Roland's latest, greatest synths. Strap on an AX and steal the show.

Built-in sound engine with voices from Roland's latest synthesizers

Ribbon controller, D Beam, modulation bar, knobs, and easy-to-see display for stage

USB MIDI for easy connection to PC

Dedicated V-LINK button for video/visual control

Innovative bender mode for expressive solos

Long battery operation (approx. 6 hours)